
SELF TALK, TRUE TALK

How Thoughts Affect Feelings and Behavior

Self-talk is  the conscious or subconscious inner dialogue we say to ourselves,  which affects how
we feel  and what we do.  Sometimes,  without meaning to,  we may l ie to ourselves and think
things about ourselves that are untrue or exaggerated.  Sometimes exaggerating the posit ives in
a situation can feel  good, but usually we can’t  fool  ourselves for long.  Even more often,  these
exaggerations are negative,  which can lead us to feel  even worse.  When we pay attention to our
self-talk and l isten for words and phrases l ike the ones that fol low, we can catch ourselves
exaggerating and can work on using self-talk that is  both posit ive and true,  which helps us deal
effectively with our feelings and the world.

SOMETIMES WE THINK IN ABSOLUTES. THAT CAN MEAN

THAT OUR SELF-TALK INCLUDES WORDS SUCH AS:

always or never
everyone or no one

everything or nothing
al l  or  none

can’t  or  impossible

OTHER TIMES, OUR SELF-TALK USES NEGATIVE AND

EXAGGERATED WORDS SUCH AS:

worst
horr ible

worthless
gross

disaster

SOMETIMES WE BLAME OURSELVES OR PUT OURSELVES

DOWN IN OUR SELF-TALK WITH STRONG AND HURTFUL

WORDS LIKE:

stupid
loser
ugly

disgust ing
hateful
fai lure

deserve this
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Listen to your self-talk for these words and others l ike them. When you hear them, try to step
back and look at what you’re saying as honestly and objectively as you can.  Ask yourself ,  “Is
what I ’m tel l ing myself  really true? Why am I  so sure it ’s  true? I f  i t ’s  not true,  what is  closer to
the truth?" You may f ind that you have certain words or ideas that you think repeatedly.  Be
careful ,  because even i f  you know something you’re tel l ing yourself  isn’t  true,  you might end up
believing it  i f  you say it  often enough. Words are powerful  and can be hurtful  both to others and
to you.  So keep paying attention to what you say to yourself ,  especial ly when you are feeling
discouraged or upset.  I f  you’re using negative self-talk,  those negative thoughts are probably
reinforcing your negative feelings.  When you can change your thoughts for the better,  you can
work on breaking that cycle and begin feeling better.

FOR EXAMPLE:
 

bad thing happens --> we feel  bad --> we use negative sel f- tal l  --> we feel  worse --> we react  based
on our negative feel ings --> more bad things happen

 
someone insults  us --> our feel ings are hurt  --> our sel f- talk tel ls  us that everyone is  always saying
bad things about us --> we get angry --> we insult  the person back --> we get in a f ight  and get in

trouble


